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What’s in the box
Securing wire
4 pin adapter

3 pin adapter
S.Port connector

Connection
Please see also a video tutorial at https://youtu.be/EeEUtrLq8Bw

Naza lite / Naza v1
1. Plug the 4 pin adapter into the EXP. connector.
2. Plug the 3 pin adapter into the X3 connector.
3. Plug the DJI GPS connector into socket on the 4 pin adapter
(see next page on how to secure this connection!).
IMPORTANT: Make sure to get the orientation of the
connector right! The connector’s indexing tabs fit into the
two slots on the lower side of the socket:

If the DJI GPS is connected in the wrong orientation, the GPS module might
get damaged!

4. Plug the 3 pin connector of the PMU (V-SEN) into the socket
of the 3 pin adapter.
5. Plug the S.Port connector from the Zaggometry adapter into
the S.Port jack on the receiver (the orange resp. white wire
goes to the signal pin).
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Naza v2
Other than with the Naza lite/Naza v1, you want the 4 pin adapter not directly connected to the
flight controller, but in between the GPS and the PMU
Phantom 2
Other than with the Naza lite/Naza v1, you want the 4 pin adapter not directly connected to the
flight controller, but in between the GPS and the Phantom 2 motherboard (GPS connector).
Securing the GPS-4-Pin-Adapter connection
To secure the connection between the GPS connector and the 4-pin adapter socket, a piece of
isolated wire (approx. 6cm / 2,5 inch long) is included with your Zaggometry.
Step1: Wind the securing with around the connection cable of the GPS connector

Step 2: Plug the GPS connector into the 4-pin adapter socket. You want the open end of the
securing wire to run through the hook on the 4-pin adapter socket.

Step 3: Bend the open end of the securing wire into a U shape around the hook on the 4-pin
adapter socket.
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Use Zaggometry with legacy FrSky Telemetry ports (e.g. D4R-II)
The Zaggometry adapter can be also used with receivers with an older variant of the FrSky
Telemetry port (i.e. not Smart Port).
IMPORTANT: Before you connect a receiver with a legacy FrSky Telemetry port (not Smart
Port), you definitely want to configure the Zaggometry adapter to „Legacy mode“ (see
section „Menu Configuration“ below).
OTHERWISE THE RECEIVER MIGHT GET DAMAGED!
Since those receivers don’t use the standardized S.Port connector, a custom cable adapter is
needed:
Telemetry Connector
GND
+5V *)
Rx

↔
↔
↔

Zaggometry S.Port Cable
Brown resp. Black
Red
Orange resp. White

*)

Since the legacy telemetry connectors don’t provide a +5V pin, the +5V need to be routed from another connector, e.g.
the +5V pin of an unused servo connector.

When in legacy mode, the Zaggometry adapter cannot send the battery voltage as „A2“ value.
However, the battery voltage is still sent as „Vfas“ value.
Example of a DIY cable adapter for connecting a FrSky D4R-II receiver with a Zaggometry
adapter:

D4R-II Telemetry plug

3-Pin female connector
(to connect Zaggometry)

Servo plug (for routing
+5V from an unused
servo connector)
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Configuration
Please see also a video tutorial at https://youtu.be/OCD182XclmI

As default, the Zaggometry adapter is configured for use with a Naza lite, FrSky X8R or X6R
receiver.
The following telemetry values are sent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed: GPS speed over ground (only when the GPS has established a 2D fix or better)
GPS position: Latitude/Longitude (only when the GPS has established a 2D fix or better)
Heading: Magnetic course (or GPS course, in case no magnetometer is present)
A2: LiPo voltage (standardized)*), only when using a SmartPort receiver
Vfas: LiPo voltage (decimal)
Altitude: GPS altitude (only when the GPS has established a 3D fix or better)
T1: Number of GPS satellites
T2: GPS fix type (0 = No fix, 2 = 2D fix, 3 = 3D fix, 4 = DGPS fix)

Optionally the following additional value can be configured (an additional sensor board, as well as
some soldering and configuration is needed):
• Current: LiPo current
*) Standardized LiPo Voltage A2
The telemetry value A2 can be configured to contain the actual LiPo voltage to the Taranis. The A2
value is not sent as decimal value (as Vfas is), but in a standardized was (kind of a percentage
value), based on the maximal possible LiPo voltage. As maximal LiPo voltage, the Zaggometry
adapter always uses 26.4V (6S LiPo, the maximum rated voltage of the Naza).
So you want to configure your Taranis to use 26.4V as „Range“ for A2 (in the telemetry
settings page of the Taranis) and then configure the „Low“ and „Critical“ voltages in the
same settings.
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Current Measurement
Optionally, the Zaggometry adapter is also able to measure the actual flowing current and send it
as the „Current“ telemetry value.
In order to use this feature, you’ll need an external current sensor PCB which translates the current
into a voltage value (max. 5V!!). This current sensor output voltage can then be connected with the
„C-Sense“ solder pad on the Zaggometry adapter.

TX
S. Port

GPS/RX

+5V
GND

V-Sense
C-Sense

Finally, you want to enable the „Current“ value in the menu configuration and also calibrate the
measured values (see below).
More information on this topic can be found on the Zaggometry homepage:
http://pleasantsoftware.com/developer/3d/zaggometry/
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Menu Configuration
With help of an USB-2-TTL adapter (e.g. „FTDI cable“), it’s possible to comfortably configure the
Zaggometry adapter via a text menu system.
Start by disconnecting the Zaggometry adapter from the Naza and the Receiver.
Then use 4 patch wires to connect the Zaggometry adapter with the USB-2-TTL adapter:
USB-2-TTL Adapter
GND (Black)
CTS# (Brown)
VCC (Red)
TXD (Orange)
RXD (Yellow)
RTS# (Green)

↔
↔
↔
↔

Zaggometry
GND (S.Port connector: Brown resp. Black) *)
not connected
+5V (S.Port connector: Red) *)
4 pin adapter (GPS)
S.Port connector: Orange resp. White
not connected

*) IMPORTANT: If you plan to calibrate the voltage (or current) measurement, you want an
additional GND connection to a GND pin on the receiver (e.g. the “–” pin of the SmartPort
connector or an unused servo connector). Also +5V of the Zaggometry’s S.Port connector needs to
be connected with “+” at the receiver (e.g. “+” pin of the SmartPort connector or an unused servo
connector), instead of VCC (Red).
Here’s a connection diagram for calibrating the voltage (an/or current) measurement:

←PMU/V-SEN

X8R / X6R
S.Port
S+–

NAZA
X3

te

B

US

/

pu
om

USB-TTL-Adapter

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

GND
CTS#
VCC
TXD
RXD
RTS#

Zaggo
metry

r

C

←
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The power supply, in this case, comes from the receiver, i.e. the receiver/Naza needs to be
powered during the configuration process.
On the computer, launch a terminal program. We recommend „CoolTerm“. It’s available for Mac,
Windows and Linux as a free download (http://freeware.the-meiers.org).
Configure a new session with the following parameters and start a connection:
19200 Baud 8-N-1
no CR/LF
Flow Control: XON/XOFF
After starting the connection, disconnect and then re-connect the Zaggometry’s +5V wire. This
causes the Zaggometry adapter to restart.
The following text should appear in the terminal window:
Zaggometry Bootloader v1.0.1
Copyright (c) 2014 Eberhard Rensch
Pleasant Software, Offenburg/Germany
Press m for Menu
Press f for Upload new Firmware
If none of the two key options (m or f) is pressed within 2 seconds, the following text appears:
Reset Zaggometry…
This means, that the main program has been launched. For a new try, again disconnect and then
re-connect the Zaggometry’s +5V wire.
Press m for Menu
If you press the m key within 2 seconds after the restart, the Zaggometry’s configuration menu
appears:
Zaggometry [FRSky] v1.3
Copyright (c) 2014 Eberhard Rensch
Pleasant Software, Offenburg/Germany
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Enable Telemetry Values
Calibrate Lipo Volts ADC [ADC 334 = 11.19V]
Calibrate Current ADC [ADC 100 = 1.00A]
Calibrate Zero Amps Current Offset [ADC 0 = 0A]
Set S.Port Sensor ID [1B]
Toggle Telemetry Mode [S.Port (e.g. X8R, X6R)]

Enter a number from 1 to 6 to change the respective configuration.
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ENABLE TELEMETRY VALUES

This option let you configure, which telemetry values are sent to the S.Port.
Enable Telemetry Values
----------------------1. Latitude/Longitude [enabled]
2. Heading [enabled]
3. Speed [enabled]
4. Vfas [enabled]
5. A2 [enabled]
6. Altitude [enabled]
7. Current [disabled]
8. Number of Satellites & Fix Type [T1 = Sat, T2= Fix]
0. Save
<ESC> Cancel
As default, all values except „Current“ are enabled.
When using additional telemetry sensors besides Zaggometry, it might be possible that telemetry
values, used by these sensor boards, collide with values, used by Zaggometry.
Therefor you might want to disable the colliding value in the Zaggometry adapter.
In addition to that, switching off unneeded values might result in a (slight!) higher update frequency
of the remaining values.
To disable/enable a telemetry value, simply press the respective number key.
Option „2. Heading“ has 3 states: enabled, GPS and disabled. State GPS means, that heading
data is always generated from the GPS data, ignoring any magnetometer data (if present). The
default state is „enabled“.
Please note: If you enable „Current“, you need an additional current sensor board as well as an
additional solder connection (see section „Current Measurement“ above).
By entering „0“, all changes are saved and the display switches back to the main menu.
By pressing the Escape key <ESC>, all changes are canceled and the display switches back to the
main menu.
CALIBRATE LIPO VOLTS ADC

Use this option to re-calibrate the voltage measurement.
Connect the 3 pin adapter with the PMU/V-SEN cable (be sure to connect the cable with the
correct orientation!).
In addition to that, GND needs to be connected between the Naza and Zaggometry, e.g. use a
patch wire to connect a GND pin from an unused Naza jack with the GND pin of the USB-2-TTL
adapter.
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The Zaggometry needs to be powered from the receiver (or the Naza) and not the USB-2-TTL
adapter! Connect +5V of the Zaggometry’s S.Port connector with “+” at the receiver (e.g. “+” pin of
the SmartPort connector or an unused servo connector):

←PMU/V-SEN

X8R / X6R
S.Port
S+–

NAZA
X3

te
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Yellow
Green

GND
CTS#
VCC
TXD
RXD
RTS#
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metry
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C

←

Then connect the Naza with a battery or power supply. It’s crucial that the exact voltage of the
power source is known (multimeter, power supply display, LiPo tester). This exact voltage is now
entered as an integer value x 1000 (e.g. 12.34V = 12340). Hit <Return> to continue.
After entering the voltage value, the Zaggometry adapter calibrates the actual voltage and saves
the new calibration.
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CALIBRATE CURRENT ADC

Use this option to (re-)calibrate the current measurement (C Sense Pad, see section „Current
Measurement“ above).
Connect the optional external current sensing board to the „C-sense“ pad of the Zaggometry
adapter (IMPORTANT: max 5V output voltage!).
In addition to that, GND needs to be connected between the Naza and Zaggometry, e.g. use a
patch wire to connect a GND pin from an unused Naza jack with the GND pin of the USB-2-TTL
adapter.
The Zaggometry needs to be powered from the receiver (or the Naza) and not the USB-2-TTL
adapter! Connect +5V of the Zaggometry’s S.Port connector with “+” at the receiver (e.g. “+” pin of
the SmartPort connector or an unused servo connector).
Connect the Naza, Receiver through the external current sensing board to a power source.
Determine the actual flowing current with external measurement equipment (e.g. multimeter or the
display on an external power supply). This exact current is now entered as an integer value x 1000
(e.g. 1.74A = 1740). Hit <Return> to continue.
After entering the current value, the Zaggometry adapter calibrates the actual current value and
saves the new calibration.
CALIBRATE ZERO AMPS CURRENT OFFSET

Use this option to calibrate the ADC offset for 0 amps current measurement.
Usually you want to calibrate this setting only for Hall Effect current sensor boards. Sensor boards
based on Shunt Resistors normally don’t have any offset voltage for measuring 0 A current. Just
leave this value unchanged on „ADC 0 = 0A“ in this case.
For this procedure, the current sensor board needs to be powered up, but not measuring any
current. The easiest way to do this is to short circuit the main current path on the sensor board.
Hit the <Return> key to continue. The Zaggometry adapter then saves the actual ADC value as
offset for 0 amps.
See section „Current Measurement“ for more information.
SET S.PORT SENSOR ID

The Zaggometry adapter uses the SmartPort Sensor ID 0x1B (decimal 27) by default.
In case you use another SmartPort device, using the same sensor ID, you can change the sensor
ID of the Zaggometry adapter here.
TOGGLE TELEMETRY MODE

Use this setting to toggle the Zaggometry adapter between SmartPort and legacy telemetry port
(„[Legacy (e.g. D4R)]“). The default setting is SmartPort mode, which is intended for use with
modern SmartPort receivers, like the FrSky X8R or X6R („[S.Port (e.g. X8R, X6R)]“). See also
section „Use Zaggometry with legacy FrSky Telemetry ports (e.g. D4R-II)“ above.
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Firmware Update
To upload a new firmware version to the Zaggometry adapter, connect the adapter to an USB-2TTL adapter as described in section „Menu Configuration“.
On the computer, launch a terminal program. We recommend „CoolTerm“. It’s available for Mac,
Windows and Linux as a free download (http://freeware.the-meiers.org).
PLEASE NOTE: The terminal connection needs to be configured with „Flow-Control: XON/XOFF“!

After starting the connection, disconnect and then re-connect the Zaggometry’s +5V wire. This
causes the Zaggometry adapter to restart.
The following text should appear in the terminal window:
Zaggometry Bootloader v1.0.0
Copyright (c) 2014 Eberhard Rensch
Pleasant Software, Offenburg/Germany
Press m for Menu
Press f for Upload new Firmware
If none of the two key options (m or f) is pressed within 2 seconds, the following text appears:
Reset Zaggometry…
This means, that the main program has been launched. For a new try, again disconnect and then
re-connect the Zaggometry’s +5V wire.
Press f for Upload new Firmware
If you press the „f“ key within 2 seconds after the restart, the following text is displayed:
Flashing Firmware!
Send HEX File now…
Start transmitting the firmware file now. In CoolTerm, execute the menu command „Connection“ >
„Send Textfile…“ and choose the .hex-file, you’ve downloaded from the internet before.
The uploading process might take a while.
When the firmware update is successfully finished, the Zaggometry adapter should eventually
output „OK“ in the terminal window.
The whole process is also shown in this tutorial video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlqQoXYPgZs
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Additional remarks
• When updating the firmware, all settings of the Zaggometry adapter might reset to their default
values. Therefor please check the settings after updating the firmware (especially the
telemetry mode)!

• If you use a Macintosh (Mac OS X 10.9 or later), you might see errors during the update
process. The problem is a FTDI driver (the driver for most USB-2-TTL adapters). This driver is
pre-installed on Mac OS X 10.9 or later. Unfortunately the pre-installed driver is faulty and needs
to be replaced with the original driver from FTDI. See the following post for more information and
step-by-step instructions:
http://forum.arduino.cc/index.php?topic=198539.0

• Sometimes it might happen, that the dialog window in CoolTerm, showing the upload process,
dissapears, but the update process is still not finished. It’s important that you wait for the end of
the update process, which is announced in the terminal window („OK“, followed by „Reset
Zaggometry“)!
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